We model the evolution of abundances of oxygen, iron, and r-process elements in the Galactic disk using the instantaneous and delayed production approximations which enable the problem to be handled analytically (Pagel 1989a) . In addition to using the new greatly improved data published by Edvardsson et al. (1993) and the oxygen abundance distribution function of G dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood as improved by Sommer-Larsen (1991), we take into account new survey data on metal-de cient stars which show that the thick-disk population extends to arbitrarily low metallicities, meaning that a signi cant proportion of stars previously classi ed as belonging to the halo on grounds of low metallicity actually belong to the disk and should be modelled as such, without bringing in any prior phase associated with the halo. Comparison with theoretical yields from Type II and Type Ia supernovae shows good agreement, as has previously been found by Tsujimoto et al. (1994) using a di erent approach.
INTRODUCTION
Since the classic paper by Eggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage (1962) there have been many attempts to model the evo-lution of element abundances in the halo and disk of the Galaxy on the basis of their general picture in which the halo stars, with low metallicity, formed rst out of gas which then collapsed dissipatively to form the disk (cf. Burkert, Truran & Hensler 1992) including the solar neighbourhood. Aspects of this general picture have also been questioned, on various observational and theoretical grounds, notably by Searle & Zinn (1978) who suggested that the halo consists of dwarf systems that have been captured over an extended period, and this has given rise to some controversy (cf . Sandage 1990; Norris 1994) . The roles of the halo (which itself may have distinct subpopulations) and the thick and thin disks in the formation and evolution of the Galaxy have yet to be fully clari ed (cf. Gilmore, Wyse & Kuijken 1989) .
Among the chemical evolution models inspired by the collapse picture, one may mention in particular the works of Tinsley & Larson (1979) , Matteucci & Fran cois (1989) and Pagel (1989a) . The main observational constraints that these models attempted to address were (i) the metallicity distribution functions of long-lived dwarf stars in the halo and in the solar neighbourhood; (ii) the age-metallicity relation (such as it is), mainly based on F-stars in the solar neighbourhood; (iii) abundance ratios as a function of metallicity, as described by Wheeler, Sneden & Truran (1989) ; and (iv) radial abundance gradients in the disk of the Galaxy.
Several developments in recent years call for a reexamination of these questions. One of these is the availability of greatly improved stellar abundance data, notably from the monumental study of F and early G-stars in the solar neighbourhood and in the inner disk of the Galaxy by Edvardsson et al. (1993) , and increasingly detailed and sophisticated theoretical models of element production by Type I and Type II supernovae (e.g. Maeder 1992 Maeder , 1993 ; Thielemann, Woosley, Langer & Weaver 1993; Timmes, Woosley & Weaver 1995) . Another development is the availability of much more extensive data on the kinematic and chemical properties of thin-disk, thickdisk and halo stellar populations, resulting from studies of high proper motion stars (Sandage & Fouts 1987; Carney, Latham & Laird 1990; Ryan & Norris 1991; Nissen & Schuster 1991) and from kinematically unbiased objective prism surveys (Norris, Bessell & Pickles 1985; Morrison, Flynn & Freeman 1990; Beers & Sommer-Larsen 1994) Furthermore, the angular momentum distribution function of stars in the halo makes it seem rather unlikely that halo gas ever ended up anywhere near the local part of the disk (Wyse & Gilmore 1992) . Thus the evolution of the solar neighbourhood seems to have begun from scratch, without any initial contribution from halo gas such as has usually been envisaged in earlier chemical evolution models. Unfortunately no data are available yet to decide whether there are actually chemical di erences in element:element ratios between halo and thick-disk stars having the same metallicity; pending such data, one may as well use a single disk model to account for these ratios down to arbitrarily low metallicities.
In this paper, we develop a new analytical model for the local disk (including the thick disk) and the inner disk of the Galaxy as studied by Edvardsson et al. (1993) using the in ow formalism of Clayton (1985) and the delayed production approximation introduced by Pagel (1989a) in order to study some of the constraints mentioned above in the light of the new data. Assuming that instantaneous recycling provides an adequate approximation for oxygen, we use the observed behaviour of element:element ratios to derive ad hoc prompt and delayed e ective yields for iron, -particle and r-process elements, which are deemed to be \primary" in the sense that their yields do not depend explicitly on the composition of their supernova progenitors, and compare these with predictions from supernova models.
THE FORMALISM
It will be convenient to introduce a dimensionless time-like variable u, de ned by
(1) where !(t) is the transition probability for di use material 
where s(u) = S(u) is the mass in the form of stars (including compact remnants), S is the mass of stars ever born up to time t, is the lock-up fraction (assumed constant) and g(u) the mass of gas in the system under consideration, which for the present purpose is treated as a cylinder through the Sun perpendicular to the Galactic plane. The second form of eq (2) 
where g0 is the initial mass of the system before any stars were formed.
In our delayed production approximation, we assume that each generation of stars ejects a mass fraction q1 of a newly synthesised nuclear species (\element") instantaneously and an additional mass fraction q2 after a xed time delay , the corresponding yields as de ned by Searle & Sargent (1972) (6), (7) with eq (4), we have
Given a functional form for F=! and the constant parameters p1, p2 and ! , eqs (4) and (8) to (10) can be solved to give the total abundance Z1+Z2 (f1+f2)Z as a function of u. In the spirit of earlier work (e.g. Tinsley 1980), we hold to the assumption of constant yields for primary elements despite the possibility raised by the work of Maeder (1992 Maeder ( , 1993 ) that yields depend on metallicity (even for an unvarying initial mass function) owing to extensive mass loss at high metallicities. One justi cation for this is that the sense of the yield variation predicted for oxygen, in particular, is to decrease with metallicity if all massive stars up to 120M
explode as supernovae, but to increase if they instead collapse into black holes above about 25M , so that the e ect could go either way; the rst case has been investigated by Carigi (1994) . In any case, no detailed calculations are available as yet for the e ects of yield variations due to mass loss for the elements considered in this paper.
THE MODEL
In order to t the oxygen abundance distribution function of G dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood derived by Pagel (1989b) from data used previously by Pagel & Patchett (1975) , Pagel (1989a) adopted an in ow model from the series given by Clayton (1985) of the form
where k is a small positive integer and u0 an arbitrary pa- Basic parameters adopted in our model are given in Table 1 and the various yields and time-delays chosen ad hoc to t stellar abundance data are shown in Table 2 . The large delay parameters ! = 0:4; 0:6 for iron and some -particle elements are expected to re ect the time scale for type Ia supernovae (Tinsley 1979; Matteucci & Greggio 1986) , while the much smaller delay ! = 0:008 for the bulk of the rprocess element europium could result from the activity of Type II supernovae near the lower end of their mass range (Mathews, Bazan & Cowan 1992) . With our adopted values of !, corresponding to a Galactic age of about 15 Gyr (or 16.5 Gyr for the inner disk), these delays would correspond to 1.3 Gyr and 27 Myr respectively, but owing to the uncertain behaviour of ! as a function of time, these have to be considered as merely rough order-of-magnitude estimates.
RESULTS
The outputs from the model for the solar neighbourhood are given in Table 3 (where the entries for Ti are identical to those for Si) and illustrated in Figs 1 to 6. a break also appears in numerical models (e.g. Matteucci & Greggio 1986 ). At present, it is not clear whether its position is related to some fundamental process in the evolution of the Galaxy, like an upper limit to metallicity in the halo; more likely it merely re ects the relative time scales for SNIa and SNII and can occur at di ering metallicities in di erent environments as described, e.g., by Matteucci (1991 King (1994) in three stars with Fe/H] between -2.6 and -3.0 (not plotted in Fig 3) . These values are comparable to those found by Nissen et al. (1994) Symbols are the same as described in Fig 3. 4.2 r-process elements Fig 6 shows our results for the r-process elements europium and thorium, the thorium production relative to solar being taken as identical to that of europium; small positive corrections of up to 0.15 dex have been applied to the data to allow for radioactive decay corresponding to a Galactic age of 15 Gyr using the simple in ow model of Pagel (1993) . In both cases the t is quite satisfactory, bearing in mind the scatter in the data (some of which is undoubtedly real; cf. Sneden et al. 1994) , the t to the smoothest and probably best data set (Gratton & Sneden 1994 ) being very good, but the small prompt component that we have assumed could be spurious. A discussion of neutron-capture elements a ected by the s-process is beyond the scope of this paper.
Oxygen and -process elements
5 COMPARISON WITH SUPERNOVA PREDICTIONS and Tsujimoto et al. (1994) have used the SNIa model W7 of Nomoto, Thielemann & Yokoi (1984) Luck & Bond 1985 and Thielemann et al. (1993 Thielemann et al. ( , 1995 Table 4 gives the yield ratios p2=p1 deduced from Table 2, the amounts of each element ejected from SNIa and SNII respectively after and the resulting SNIa/SNII rate ratios. These are fairly consistent with the ratio of 0.16 deduced by Tsujimoto except that we deduce a slightly higher ratio for iron, and there is no evidence for a change between the solar neighbourhood and the inner Galaxy, since Figs 3 and 5 are tted with the same yields.
The low ratio for titanium is related to the fact that current theoretical nucleosynthesis models for SNII underproduce titanium and cannot explain either its solar abundance or its observed -like behaviour. But overall, there is very impressive agreement between SNIa/SNII rate ratios deduced from nucleosynthesis plus galactic chemical evolution and from direct observation, which seems to con rm that accepted ideas about the synthesis of oxygen, and iron-group elements in supernovae are indeed basically correct.
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